
Pop-flys to the outfield: Always listen to the coach as well but here are some guidelines. 

• If tagging up, you CANNOT

• 

 go until the fielder has touched the ball. You can advance once the ball is touched 
even if the ball is juggled and then caught. 
ALWAYS tag up on ANY

• If there is a runner on 3rd and it is a routine fly ball, 
 deep ball. 

ALL runners tag up. All runners should try to advance if the 
throw goes home.  

• If runners are on 1st or (1st & 2nd) and it is a routine or shallow fly ball, take a lead 
ALWAYS MAKE SURE THE RUNNER IN FRONT OF YOU ADVANCES BEFORE YOU ADVANCE!!  

ONLY large enough to make 
sure you can make it back safely if the pop fly is caught. It is NOT

• If the runner in front of you tags up, you tag up. If the throw goes to the base the lead runner is going toward, 
you should advance to the next base. Example: If a runner on 2nd tags and tries to advance to 3rd and the throw 
goes to 3rd, the runner on 1st should also advance to 2nd. 

 automatically halfway as many of you may 
have been taught. 

• The general rule is if you can easily see where the ball is hit while in a sprinter’s stance facing the next base, go 
on your own if you think you can make it unless the coach tells you to stay. 

• If on 1st, you can see when to go no matter where ball is hit. 
• If on 2nd, look over your right shoulder for a ball to left, left-center, and maybe straight away center. If hit to 

right-center or right field, look at AND
• If on 3rd, look over your left shoulder for ball to right-center, right field, and maybe straight away center. If hit to 

left field or left-center, look toward home and go when the coach says to go.  

 listen to the coach for when to go. 

• The 1st base coach will tell a runner on 1st base when to tag and advance but we want you to do both on your 
own. The break to the next base is faster if you rely on your sight rather than waiting for the coach to say go. 

• The 3rd base coach will signal and tell the runners on 2nd and 3rd base when to go. Remember that the 3rd base 
runner ONLY

• A coach may signal and tell you to advance on a pop fly to the outfield but if the throw is quick and good, he may 
call you back so make sure you are always looking at the coach and listening. This would usually happen to the 
runners at 1st or 2nd. You will only listen for the coach to call you back if this happens while on 3rd. Any other 
runners have to be ready to return to their original base if another runner gets sent back. 

 listens to the coach. 

• It is LEGAL to tag up and advance on foul pop flys. ALWAYS

Pop flys when we are on defense: 

 tag up on foul pop flys regardless of how deep they 
are hit. We have everything to gain and nothing to lose!  

• If the winning run is on 3rd and there is a foul pop fly to normal to deep right or left field and the catch would 
not be the 3rd out, do NOT catch the ball!!!! Odds are we would not be able to throw the runner out. 
ALWAYS

 

 try to catch the 3rd out. 

Pop-flys in the infield: Always listen to the coach as well but here is the general guideline. 

• Take a lead ONLY
• If the pop fly is close to the base you are on, get back to the bag immediately and be ready to run if dropped. 

 large enough to make sure you can make it back safely if the pop fly is caught. 

 

 



Directional slides:  

• The general rule is that you always want to slide to the side of the base/plate farthest from where the ball is 
coming. For example, if you are going home and the ball is coming from the outfield, slide to the right side of the 
plate (farthest from 1st base side). If you are going toward 3rd and the throw is coming from the right side (1st 
base side), slide to the left field side of the base. If you are heading to 3rd and the throw is coming from the left 
side (3rd base side), slide the the home plate side of 3rd base. 

Infield fly rule: 

• If there is a runner on (1st and 2nd) OR

• If there is an infield fly (could be very shallow outfield), the base umpire is supposed to say loudly “Infield fly, the 
batter is out.” Don’t rely on him saying it though!  

 (1st, 2nd, and 3rd) and there are less than 2 outs, the infield fly rule is in 
effect.  

• The batter is out even if the infielder drops the ball!! ALL runners get back to the base they were on and watch 
what happens. If the fielder drops the ball, he may pick it up and throw the ball to a base. If the ball is thrown 
away, advance to the next base if possible. 

 

3rd strike as a batter: 

• ALWAYS
• If 1st base is empty 

 watch the ball all the way to the catcher on any pitch you take (don’t swing at). It is just a good habit. 
AND you take the third strike (remember you should be watching the ball all the way to the 

catcher) AND

• If 1st base is empty 

 the catcher drops the ball, misses the ball, or the ball hits the ground before the catcher catches it, 
run to 1st base. 

AND you swing and miss the third strike, run toward 1st base. DO NOT LOOK BACK AT THE 
CATCHER!!  JUST RUN AND LOOK AT THE 1st BASE COACH!! 

• If first base is occupied 

If the ball is caught by the catcher, the 1st base 
coach will hold up both hands with palms facing you. You can stop running at this point because you are out. 

AND less than 2 outs, the batter CANNOT advance to 1st on a third strike. The runner on 
1st should NOT automatically run to 2nd if the batter runs toward 1st. The 1st base runner can

• If first base is occupied 

 run if it is a passed 
ball. 

AND there are 2 outs AND you take the third strike (remember you should be watching 
the ball all the way to the catcher) AND

• If first base is occupied 

 the catcher drops the ball, misses the ball, or the ball hits the ground 
before the catcher catches it, run to 1st base. 

AND there are 2 outs AND you swing and miss the third strike, run toward 1st base. 

• If the batter can 

DO 
NOT LOOK BACK AT THE CATCHER!!  RUN AS IF YOU HIT THE BALL!! 

AND

• If the batter can legally run to 1st but does not (THIS BETTER NOT HAPPEN!!), runners should judge whether to 
advance based on where the ball is. 

 does try to advance to 1st on the third strike, it is the same as if he hit a ground ball. All 
runners should treat it as a hit ball as to what should be done. 


